House on a Peninsula

Elliott + Elliott Architecture with Richardson & Associates Landscape Design

Project Architect: Corey Papadopoli, LEED AP+Homes
Project Team: Matt Elliott, AIA; Buzzy Cyr; Elise Schellhase
Consultants: Becker Structural Engineers; Peter Knuppel Lighting Design
Project Location: Coastal Maine
Project Narrative: Set on the ocean, the sylvan site offers water access and veiled views of the sea.
Designed to blur the boundary between forest and enclosed space, three glass prisms were placed in the
landscape, buffered by low-slung solid volumes to the north. Clad in concrete board siding, these zones
incorporate support spaces that allow the main living and sleeping spaces to inhabit the landscape.
The guest wing contains the garage and secondary entry and is set farthest back on the site. Its
north façade has punched openings and is limited to circulation zones, while the south elevation
is fully glazed. The main living wing is located closest to the water and comprises open living,
dining, and kitchen zones, with a separate sitting room at the end of the volume. The roof plane
tilts from sitting room up to living room to create spatial differentiation within the open floor
plan. The result is a soaring volume that culminates in the living room with glazing on three
sides. Stone chimney masses bookend the structure, providing the only punctuation in the glass
envelope. The owners’ bedroom wing is set behind the living wing. It, too, is screened from the
north with a solid volume containing support space. Like the main living space, the roof tilts up
to the owners’ bedroom, resulting in a space that connects to the water as well as the sky.
The three volumes are interlocked via a pair of minimalist glass connectors. A light steel
frame, coupled with full height glass, dematerializes the connectors and places emphasis on
the primary structures. The material choices are driven by this dichotomy: exposed wood roof
structure, concrete siding, curtain wall, and wood flooring for the main boxes; high-performance
butt-glazing, painted steel, and stone slabs for the glass bridges. The spaces are demarcated
by changes in ceiling height and lighting. At night the glowing gossamer membranes and
prisms contrast against punches of light emitting from within the adjoining solid shells.
In plan the geometry of the house extends beyond the boundaries of enclosed space in the form of
stone walls and pavers. These elements engage the landscape but are clearly of another order. In
this sense the landscape itself has become abstracted and distilled into geometry like the house.
The pool provides a counterpoint to this geometric crystallization, and is an organic form nested
against an existing stone outcropping. A thin stainless steel edge draws vegetation right to the
water, blurring the distinction between natural and manmade. The overlapping of architectural
and natural orders links the house to the site while maintaining the authenticity of both.
Category: Commissioned Project

